
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Numbers 7-21, Psalm 90 Week 9  

Daily Reading Plan: 
 
__ Num.7-8 
__ Num.9-10 
__ Num.11-13 
__ Num.14-15 
     Ps.90 
__Num.16-18 
__ Num.19-21 
__ REST* 
 
*use this day to meditate on the 
week’s Scripture reading.  If 
needed, use it to catch up or read 
ahead. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
               MEMORY VERSE: 

 
 

'The Lord  
Is slow To anger,  

Abounding in love  
and forgiving  

sin and rebellion.”  
 

Num. 14:18a  
 

 
 
 
 
 

HITTING A ROAD BLOCK 
     Have you ever felt absolutely certain of the direction your church was 
headed, only to have it brought to a screeching halt by a few fearful folks?  
Maybe you moved into a school district because of the values their policies 
supported, only to have them later cave under pressure.  Or, it could have 
happened closer to home. Perhaps you are in a family or even a marriage whose 
commitment to growth has faltered when things got hard.  This time, YOU are 
the one wanting to press forward, face the giants and claim what you know God 
wants you to have.  But you are stuck and can’t move because those that you 
counted on going with you have been overcome with hesitation and fear.  
You’ve hit a roadblock that was not of your choosing.  So now what? 
     That’s exactly what Joshua and Caleb faced.  They left Egypt with a group of 
people with which they had a common goal – to reach the land of milk and 
honey, the land of rest, the land that God had promised them.  They knew they 
were following God’s will and instruction.  They knew it could be done.  They 
knew it was right and good and within their reach. 
     But the reluctance and fear of their companions stopped them.  It didn’t 
matter that Joshua and Caleb were right; they were still limited by the lack of 
faith of their traveling companions.  They couldn’t go on alone, it was the whole 
nation or not at all, and the others just weren’t ready yet.   Joshua and Caleb had 
to wait 40 years to see their dream, God’s plan, come true. How terribly 
disappointed they must have been.  They kept eating manna day after day when 
they could have been feasting on the best bounty of their new land.  They could 
have lived in homes of their own instead of wandering through the wilderness 
setting up camp.  We know they mourned in disappointment, but what about 
bitterness or resentment about what the foot dragging of others had cost them?  
They voiced their opinion, and then apparently let the matter rest – until a new 
generation with a greater faith was in place.  Did they help train that new 
generation to have the confidence and boldness to walk into God’s plan? When 
the right time came, they were ready.  The waiting time was not wasted time. 
     Are you the one that’s itching to move ahead into the great things that God 
has planned for your church, family or marriage?  If your companions just aren’t 
ready, then you are in for a waiting spell.  Do you face it like the hyena pacing 
the cage at the zoo, or do you find a helpful and faithful way to wait?  
     Or, are you the one that sets up the roadblocks because you are afraid to face 
the challenges ahead? Are you willing to let your faith grow?  Have you asked 
God for the courage to move ahead, or are you stubbornly putting on the brakes? 
     What happened to the other ten spies?  ______________________________ 
 

“The man who goes alone can start today; but he who travels with 
 another must wait till that other is ready.” 

Henry David Thoreau 
    How do we know when its time to move on alone, and when we need to wait 
for the others like Joshua and Caleb did?  ______________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 

Next week: Num.23-36 

God instructed the Israelites to put 
tassels on their clothing to look at and 
help them remember all the commands 
of the Lord.  What helps you remember? 

 Through the Bible 
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OVERWHELMED 
 

?????????????????????? 
+Jethro’s son Hobab was 
hanging out with the 
Israelites at Mt. Sinai. 
Moses was counting on his 
know-ledge of the 
wilderness area they were 
about to pass through. 
Does that make it more 
likely that Mt. Sinai was 
really in the area of 
Midian? (10:29-31) 
+Did the Israelites really 
not have anything to eat 
besides manna?  (11:6) If 
they had livestock and 
grain offerings to sacrifice, 
wouldn’t there have been 
some for eating too? 
+How humble was Moses 
if he was the one that 
wrote that he was more 
humble than anyone on 
earth?  (12:3) 
?????????????????????? 

“MIRIAMITIS”   Num.12 
      
     Sometimes I get Miriamitis. Sometimes an outburst like the one Miriam had in Numbers 12 sneaks up 
on me and surprises me.  There is some debate about whether the Cushite wife that Miriam and Aaron 
objected to was his wife Zipporah from Midian, or another wife who was perhaps Ethiopian.  Either way, 
she was a non-Israelite, giving a toehold for criticism.  But I don’t think that was the real issue.  The real 
issue is in v.2 where Miriam and Aaron grumbled “Has the Lord spoken only through Moses?  Hasn’t He 
also spoken through us?” They were having trouble with submission, jealousy, and pride.    
     Sometimes when decisions are made for us, without our input, “Miriamitis” can start coming on.  I 
don’t want the load of responsibility those decision makers bear.  I sure don’t want to take their place.  I 
just want to matter, to be important.  I should be asked.  I should be valued.  While those things are 
sometimes true, an ugly temptation can present itself.  It can make me want to whine in Miriam fashion 
“What makes them so great? Who do they think they are? I could do a better job!” From there, if 
unchecked, it can move toward looking for things to find fault with to prove that those in authority aren’t 
such great leaders anyway.  The next dangerous step would be to try to draw others into my own sinful 
attitude. 
     I don’t think Miriam really doubted Moses; she just wanted a share of the importance for herself. 
Miriamitis is a self centered disease, which leads to a criticism of others that can actually damage God 
ordained authority and the welfare of the whole camp.  It’s also highly contagious.  Judging by the fact that 
it was Miriam and not Aaron who was struck with leprosy, I suspect she was the one that started the 
backbiting.  God did not waste any time putting a stop to this dangerous and destructive sin.   
     Harsh though her discipline was, we also see God’s (as well as Moses and Aaron’s) great compassion 
toward Miriam.  She was an important figure in the camp, and we almost sense her being reassured of that 
as the entire group of people waited to move on until her seven days of confinement, and humbling 
discipline, were done. 
     Have you ever had Miriamitis? 

OVERWHELMED   Num.11 
     Do you ever get there?  Those moments that 
hit you like a ton of bricks from nowhere and 
you know for certain, without question, that 
you are in over your head.  Sometimes life’s 
details leave me feeling frazzled. Like when 
there are simultaneous ball games in three 
different towns, or when I still didn’t get 
around to that pile of bills.   
     But what really overwhelms me is the 
burden of responsibility for not only the 
physical welfare of my family, but also their 
emotional and spiritual well being.  On 
occasion, failure seems more evident than 
success, and I get just flat discouraged.  Like 
Moses I say “I cannot carry all these people by 
myself; the burden is too heavy for me.” (11:14) 
It’s at that wonderful point of revelation that I 
really understand that I’m not up to this, but 
God is. Without that occasional feeling of 
despair, I might be tempted to rely on my own 
resources instead of God’s. 
     What did God give to the elders so that they 
could help Moses? ______________________ 

Numbers 9:15-16  
    On the day the tabernacle, the Tent of 
the Testimony, was set up, the cloud 
covered it. From evening till morning the 
cloud above the tabernacle looked like 
fire. [16] That is how it continued to be; 
the cloud covered it, and at night it 
looked like fire.  

     Do you ever wish that 
God would give you   
this kind of visible 
guidance? 
     How does He guide 
us today? ___________ 
____________________ 
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 JOURNEY OF THE SPIES 

 
     After looking at several different maps 
and trying to decipher all the possible 
routes of the spies, and all the past and 
present names of towns, my brain ended up 
as scrambled as this maze.  I don’t know 
the exact route the spies took, but I do 
know that they explored the  
Promised Land from one end to  
the other.  
     How long did the journey take 
the spies? _______________________ 

 
    Hormah – When the Israelites realized    
  they had made a mistake in believing the   
  bad report, what did they do? (14:39-45) 
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________ 
 
Kadesh – an oasis where the Israelites 
spent most of their wilderness years.  What 
else happened at Kadesh? 
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________ 
 
     Arad – What happened here? (21:1-3)    
   ________________________________ 
    ________________________________ 
    ________________________________ 
 
Edom – This was the land of people 
descended from Esau.  How did they 
respond to the Israelites request to travel 
through their land? (20:14-22) 
__________________________________ 
What happened here in 21:4-9?  ________ 
___________________________________
___________________________________ 
 
Ammon – again the Israelites were refused 
passage; who by? (21:21-32) ___________ 
What happened? _____________________
___________________________________ 
 
Bashan - (21:33-35) what victory was 
given the Israelites at this place?  _______ 
__________________________________ 
 
Moab – where the Israelites camped on the 
verge of entering the Promised Land. 22-24 
Who was the ancestor of the Moabites?  
___________________________________ 

    PLACES IN        
    NUMBERS 
Desert of Paran – after a 
year at Mt. Sinai, the 
Israelites broke camp and 
began their march into the 
Promised Land, first passing 
through the Desert of Paran.  
From there, one leader of 
each tribe was sent to spy out 
the land. 

         GOD’S HEALING  
         Num. 21:4-9 
 
     Once again the Israelites had 
complained and grumbled about pretty 
much everything, even just after their 
victory against Arad.  God sent venomous 
snakes to discipline the people, and many 
died.  When they repented, and Moses 
prayed on their behalf, God instructed 
Moses to make a bronze snake and put it  
on a pole so that when the people gazed  
at it they would be healed. 
     Today the symbol of the American 
Medical Association is 
A staff with a snake curled around  
it, but it is attributed to the ancient  
mythical god of medicine nam- 
ed Aesculapius.  I can’t help but  
think there is some connec- 
tion. 
     Later, the people  
ended up worshipping 
the bronze snake on  
the pole  
(2 Kings 18:4)? 
Why would 
God have 
instructed the \ 
use of such a 
symbol to start 
with?_________ 
______________ 
Read Jn 3:14,15. 
How do we tend to  
“worship” 
the medical symbol? 
___________ 
________ 
______ 
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 4. people of every family were doing this 11:10

8. fortified and large 13:28

10. bronze snake was placed on this 21:9

12. Caleb was from this tribe 13:6

15. how the spies saw themselves 13:33

18. Moses was the most 12:3

19. would not let Israel pass 20:18

22. had the Spirit put on them 11:17

23. brought his offering on the first day 7:12

24. covered the tabernacle 9:15

25. this tribe was the rear guard 10:25

27. were the descendants of Anak were 13:22

30. kept a generation away from Promised Land
14:23

32. fire from God consumed outskirts of camp here
11:1-3

33. king of this nation attacked the Israelites 21:1

34. was insolent along with 250 others 16:1,2

35. Joshua's dad 14:30

36. died at Mt. Hor 20:25,26

37. only Aaron's budded 17:8

39. Moses didn't want to face his 11:15

40. set apart from the other Israelites 8:14

45. inheritance of the Levites 18:24

48. where the people wanted to go 14:4

49. killed the 250 men offering incense 16:35

51. struck with leprosy 12:10

52. the ones craving other food 11:4

55. what Moses was supposed to do to the rock
20:8

56. drove quail in from the sea 11:31

57. other name for Joshua 13:16

1. meal of lamb, bitter herbs & unleavened bread
9:11

2. King of the Amorites 21:21

3. king of Bashan 21:33

5. gushed out of the rock 20:11

6. this red animal's ashes were used to purify 19:9

7. the men who spread the bad report 14:37

9. Moses' brother in law 10:29

11. piled three feet deep 11:31

13. report of the ten 13:32

14. Miriam was confined outside of for seven days
12:15

16. where the Kohathites were to carry holy things
7:9

17. censers were hammered to overlay this 16:38

19. grapes were gathered from this valley 13:23

20. man was put to death for breaking this 15:32-36

21. growing on Aaron's staff 17:8

26. Israelites camped in this desert 12:16

28. twelve men were sent to 13:2

29. the tribe of Judah set out _______ 10:14

30. Moses heard God's voice from between these
7:89

31. on corners of garments 15:38

38. retirement age for Levites 8:25

41. older this will not see Promised Land 14:29

42. trumpets for calling the community 10:2

43. struck the people while eating quail 11:33

44. Korah's tribe 16:1

46. Caleb's is different 14:24

47. spoke against the ten spies 13:30

49. other fruit gathered 13:23

50. place where Miriam died and was buried 20:1

53. river between Moab and Amorites 21:13

54. chooses who is holy 16:7

Across Down

 PUZZLE CLUES (taken from the NIV 

For comments or questions, contact 
me at   victoryrd@hotmail.com  

or for more studies visit 
www.downvictoryrd.com  
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1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9

10

11

12 13 14

15 16 17

18 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28

29 30 31

32 33

34

35 36

37 38 39

40 41 42 43

44 45 46 47

48

49 50

51 52 53 54

55 56

57

        PUZZLE PAGE    
                  Numbers 7-22 and Psalm 90                        

 
                                 

 
                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Obstacles are those frightful things you 
see when you take your eyes off the 

goal.”         Henry Ford 
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 TIME AND TIME AGAIN   Ps.90  
 
     This psalm by Moses must be one of the oldest 
writings in the collection gathered in the book of 
Psalms.   I am impressed at Moses’ understanding of, 
and perspective on time. 
     Galileo was a brilliant scientist in the late 1500s 
and early 1600s, long, long, after the days of Moses.  
He observed four moons orbiting the planet Jupiter 
which totally upset the notion of that day which 
insisted that all the heavenly bodies rotated around the 
earth.  Galileo concluded from this and other 
observations that the only truth that made sense was 
for the earth to revolve around the sun.  The response 
of the church is one of the low points in Christianity.  
He was denounced from the pulpit, tried before the 
Roman Inquisition and was under house arrest for the 
rest of his life.  His work was banned with the claim 
that “geometry is of the devil”.  To the end Galileo 
remained a strong believer and argued that scientific 
exploration was not only an acceptable, but noble and 
right course of action for the believer. He said, “I do 
not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has 
endowed us with sense, reason, and intellect has 
intended us to forgo their use.”  
     Today our faith no longer insists on the idea that 
all of creation revolves around the earth …or does it? 
     Take, for example, our insistence in how time 
should be defined.  What is a day?  The time it takes 
for the earth to make a complete rotation of course. 
And everyone knows that it takes approximately 365 
of those days for the earth to rotate around the sun to 
make a year. What is a day on Mercury? Measured in 
earth time, one Mercury day is 58.6 days while its 
year is only about 90 of our days.  Add to that the 
unique qualities of time on all the other planets in all 
the other solar systems in the entire universe that has 
been created by God and whose time do we end up 
insisting that God follow? Ours.  Why is that?  Why 
do issues of time threaten our faith and destroy our 
unity?  What hold does time have on a God that is 
from everlasting to everlasting?  Is God’s intent in 
Scripture to show us His nature, or to fit Himself into 
a timeline that will be sure not to stretch beyond the 
size of our faith?   
     I appreciate the faith of Moses that was big enough 
to let God be God. In Ps. 90:4 he says to God “For a 
thousand years in your sight are like a day that has 
just gone by, or like a watch in the night.” Moses 
acknowledges that God moves in ways beyond our 
definition and measurement.  Our faith should be 
strengthened by that, not threatened.  In v. 12, Moses 
requests of God “Teach us to number our days aright, 
that we may gain a heart of wisdom.”   
What does that mean for us?  ___________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________ 

GRASSHOPPER VISION   Num. 13:31-33 
   
  “We seemed like grasshoppers in our own eyes, and we looked 
the same to them."                             Numbers 13:33  
 
     Grasshopper vision is the result of an esteem measured by self 
instead of by God.  The ten fearful spies were measuring the size 
of the enemy against themselves instead of against the size of their 
God.   
     How do we tend to see a challenge when we think it is our 
battle instead of God’s?  _________________________________ 
    The spies reported that the “giants” saw them as grasshoppers.  
    How does the way we see ourselves affect how others see us?  _ 
_____________________________________________________ 
    What affect did the defeated attitude of the ten have on the rest 
of the camp?  __________________________________________ 
     How did God respond?  _______________________________ 
     Jump ahead to Joshua 2:8-11 and 
 Read what the people of Jericho saw  
when they looked at the Israelites. __ 
_____________________________ 
What was different about their view  
than that of the ten spies? ________ 
_____________________________ 
 

Answer key for week 8 


